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Abstract: Marius Victorinus is the first representative of Platonist Christianity in the Latin church whose works display knowledge of Plotinus and Porphyry. Scholarship prior to the work of Pierre Hadot in the mid-twentieth century tended to treat him as an isolated figure, ignored by later Latin Christians who knew better how to moderate their Platonist borrowings. Scholars since then have been more willing to see Victorinus as earnest Christian who let himself be guided by the community standards of the church as laid out in the biblical canon and creedal definitions. Recent work on Victorinus’ sources has shown him to be more eclectic in his use of philosophical sources than previously thought and for that reason more creative in formulating his Platonist-Christian synthesis. After reviewing important lines of development in scholarship on Victorinus, this article focuses on his Platonist-inspired teaching about the soul as expressed in the three genres of his Christian works: theological treatises, hymns, and scriptural commentaries. The consistent “insider” stance of Victorinus in all of these different genres of theological writings suggests that the extremely Platonist character of his theology, when considered in light of other early Christian thinkers, is a difference of degree and not kind.
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1. Introduction

“Philosophers and those learned in the Law have made inquiries into Being and the Logos.”
—Marius Victorinus, Adversus Arium IV 18.

In a period when it was unexceptional for Christian authors to interpret the central tenets of their religion with Greek philosophical thought and terminology, Gaius Marius Victorinus (born in the 280s) stands as an exceptional figure in the fourth-century Latin church in the level of philosophical discourse he brought to the doctrinal problems of his newly adopted religion. Prior to becoming a Christian in the mid-350s, Victorinus was a celebrated professor of rhetoric at Rome and author of school-works of grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic. He also translated important Greek works, most significantly the “books of the Platonists” (Conf. 7. ix. 13) that deeply impacted Augustine. After his conversion, Victorinus entered the fray of the fourth-century trinitarian conflict by composing dense theological treatises and hymns, texts bristling with formidable Platonist vocabulary and thought. The series of commentaries Victorinus composed on the Pauline epistles also reveal his philosophical

---

1 All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
2 For the probable date of his birth, see A. H. Harris [1].
4 The critical edition for the Vienna corpus [3] has been translated by the late Mary Clark [4]. For more recent bibliography on this works, see the edition and Italian translation of Claudio Moreschini and ChiaraOMBretta Tommasi with its superb introduction [5].
prejudices in digressions on the realities of God and the soul intimated by the apostle.\textsuperscript{5} These works make Marius Victorinus the premiere Latin exemplar of the “remarkable synthesis” of Christianity and Platonism—thus Pierre Courcelle (\cite{10}, p. 253)—that came to fruition in Augustine and Boethius.\textsuperscript{6}

In what sense this synthesis came to fruition in Augustine, and the role of Victorinus in transmitting it, have been perennial questions. Charles Gore, in a lengthy entry for the Victorian-era \textit{Dictionary of Christian Biography} gladly granted Victorinus “the credit of a pioneer in claiming for Christianity the products of philosophy” and posited that the influence of his works “was a determining force upon the theology of St. Augustine” (\cite{12}, pp. 1137–38). Harnack lauded Gore’s judgment and agreed: “unless all signs deceive, Augustine received from Victorinus the impulse which led him to assimilate Paul’s type of religious thought” (\cite{13}, p. 34). Harnack went so far as to call Victorinus an “Augustine before Augustine” because of the sola-fideist expressions in his commentaries on Paul (\cite{13}, p. 35). This judgment, however, was soon rejected by the dissertations of Gustav Koffmane \cite{14} and Reinhold Schmid \cite{15}.\textsuperscript{7} Their negative conclusion was confirmed in the mid-20th century by the study of L. J. van der Loof \cite{16}, but at the same time Paolo Frassinetti detected similarities between Victorinus’ \textit{Hymns} and Augustine’s \textit{Confessions} \cite{17}. Since the article of Pierre Hadot on this topic \cite{18}, more scholars have been found evidence of the influence of Victorinus upon Augustine through his trinitarian treatises \cite{19,20} and likely his commentaries on Paul as well.\textsuperscript{8} Nello Cipriani has been indefatigable in presenting numerous textual parallels between their works \cite{22-25}. Recently Sarah Wear has concluded that in his discussions of John 5:19, “Augustine’s use of esse and potentia has been heavily influenced by Marius’ Trinitarian vocabulary, which is clearly rooted in Porphyry’s discussion of the One” (\cite{26}, p. 117).

The most dramatic turns in scholarship of the last century have been the discovery of philosophical sources in Victorinus’ trinitarian treatises. This has made the exact nature of the Platonist part of his thought difficult to evaluate in its historical dimension, since some sources are of unclear origin. The generally Neoplatonist character of the thought in Victorinus has long been recognized, and Plotinus was held to be his main philosophical source.\textsuperscript{9} Yet no verbatim use of Plotinus had been detected in Victorinus’ work until Paul Henry found an unmarked quotation of the opening sentence of \textit{Enneads} V 2 in one of Victorinus’ trinitarian treatises (\cite{28}, p. 49).\textsuperscript{10} In his work toward the critical text of Plotinus, Henry engaged Pierre Hadot to scour Victorinus’ treatises for more Plotinus, but what Hadot found demanded a re-evaluation of the kind of Platonism informing Victorinus’ idiosyncratic trinitarian theology. Hadot’s 1968 \textit{Porphyre et Victorinus} demonstrated how Victorinus likely made extensive use of an anonymous Greek commentary on Plato’s \textit{Parmenides}, which the French scholar attributed to Porphyry (\cite{27}, pp. 102–43). Hadot had noted certain philosophical passages with distinct vocabulary that marked them as three distinct sets of “literary unities”.\textsuperscript{11} Although these passages are not quotations of any known work by Porphyry, Hadot identified their combination of vocabulary and conceptuality as Porphyrian, in part on the basis of similarities between the anonymous commentary on the \textit{Parmenides} and the material in Synesius’ \textit{Hymns} that Willy Theiler in 1942 had argued depended

\textsuperscript{5} Franco Gori has edited the critical edition for the Vienna Corpus \cite{6}. I have translated Victorinus’ commentaries, with introductions and notes, on Galatians \cite{7} and Ephesians \cite{8}. For a brief survey of his life, works, and thought, see my contribution in the Cambridge History of Philosophy edited by Lloyd Gerson \cite{9}.

\textsuperscript{6} For the relation between Victorinus and Boethius, see Hadot \cite{2}, pp. 20, 367–69, Moreschini \cite{11}, and John Magee in \cite{9}, pp. 791–95.

\textsuperscript{7} Harnack retreated somewhat in a later edition of the \textit{Dogmengeschichte}: “The name of Victorinus is not the important point for the history of dogma, but the indisputable fact that the combination of Neoplatonism and orthodox Christianity existed in the West, in Rome before Augustine under the badge of Paulinism” (\cite{13}, p. 37).

\textsuperscript{8} See ch. 2 of Eric Plumer’s translation of Augustine’s \textit{Commentary on Galatians} \cite{21}, as well as my own analysis \cite{7}, chapter 6.

\textsuperscript{9} See, e.g., the work of Gore \cite{11} as well as Hadot’s full account of the scholarly discussion in his ground-breaking \textit{Porphyre et Victorinus} \cite{27}, pp. 19–29.

\textsuperscript{10} An introductory gloss by Victorinus makes God the subject instead of the One: “Some have said that God as ‘the One is all things and not one of them, for he is the principle of all’—where he is not all things—but he is all things in that mode,” he says” (\textit{Adv. Ar.} IV 22; \cite{3}, p. 258). See Henry’s presentations \cite{28}, p. 49 and \cite{29}.

\textsuperscript{11} These passages are printed as vol. 2 of \textit{Porphyre et Victorinus} \cite{27}, vol. 2, pp. 13–55.
on Porphyry's lost commentary on the Chaldean Oracles [30]. Hadot's ascription of the fragments of the commentary on Parmenides to Porphyry received much support, e.g., from H. D. Saffrey [31], John Dillon [32], Ruth Majercik ([33], p. 2660), and Marco Zambon ([34], p. 40). Alessandro Linguiti, in his edition of these fragments [35], has provided a status quaestionis and opts for a post-Porphyrian author, as has Matthias Baltes ([36], pp. 115–23), and Andrew Smith, the recent editor of the Teubner edition of Porphyry [37].

The debate has become more heated with claims for pre-Plotinian authorship been mounted by Gerald Bechtle [38] and Kevin Corrigan [39]. Majercik has lodged weighty objections to this [40], but scholarly opinion remains divided. The critics who prefer a Middle Platonic provenance for the anonymous commentary have been successful at least in demonstrating that even prior to Plotinus there was an intellectual milieu in which these theological reflections on the Parmenides could have plausibly taken place. This erodes the validity of “Neoplatonism” as a category of historical analysis, which is one of the reasons why Lloyd Gerson in the recent Cambridge History of Philosophy in Late Antiquity has argued for eliminating the term as “an artefact of eighteen-century German scholarship” ([9], p. 3).

More recent questions and uncertainties about Victorinus’ sources arose with the startling discovery published by Hadot ([43] and Michel Tardieu in 1996 ([44]). The two scholars detected parallel material in Victorinus’ Adversus Arius IB (49–50) and in the Coptic gnostic work Zostrianus (NHC VIII, 1). The parallels are so substantial as to require some literary relationship between them. Based on the clarity of the order of exposition in Victorinus and the “patchwork” quality of some of the corresponding material in Zostrianus, Tardieu argues that both drew from a common Middle Platonist source, perhaps Numenius ([44], pp. 112–13). The presence of “Spirit” in the unknown source as a name for the highest divinity is a problem, insofar as this theological nomenclature was at home among Christians, gnostics, and Stoics but foreign to Platonists, insofar as pneuma meant a material substance and therefore was unacceptable nomenclature for an immaterial divinity. Tardieu thinks it possible the term drifted into the Middle Platonist author from the Middle Stoic theological use of pneuma as equivalent to the material, causative “fire” of the cosmos ([44], pp. 62, 90–95). Hadot granted Tardieu’s basic claim of an originally Middle Platonic document, but he accounts for the use of “Spirit” by maintaining that this philosophical text had been redacted by a Christian or gnostic author who utilized the source to defend the Nicene homoousion ([43], pp. 124–25).

Scholars have largely concurred with the conclusion that a new source for Victorinus’ thought had thus been discovered, with exception of Bechtle ([46], p. 568), who identifies the material in Adv. Ar. IB 49–50 as belonging to the anonymous commentary on Parmenides. Yet the use of a common source by the author of Zostrianus and Victorinus is not the only possible way to explain the parallels. Chiara Tommasi has argued in a series of articles [47–50], the first of which appeared in 1996, for a different explanation of the parallels between Victorinus and Nag Hammadi texts such as had been previously been noted by Antonio Orbe [51] and Einar Thomassen ([52], p. 370). Tommasi argues that a direct reading of gnostic texts by Victorinus explains the data more simply and removes the problem Tardieu and Hadot saw in the presence of “Spirit” in the putative Middle Platonist common
source. Why would Victorinus not have read gnostic texts, or perhaps refutations of Platonizing gnostic
texts like Zostrianus? Porphyry mentions Zostrianus as one of the several “revelations” produced by
gnostics who frequented Plotinus’ lectures, and that Plotinus’ student Amelius refuted it wrote forty
books (Vita Plot. 16). Augustine states that Victorinus before his conversion was studying “all Christian
writings,” and there is no assurance he read only orthodox ones. On the other hand, if the parallels
are better accounted for by supposing Zostrianus and Victorinus drew on a common pre-Plotinian
source, then his trinitarian theology, as John Turner argues, “had its metaphysical basis, not exclusively
in Porphyry or later Neoplatonists, but also in the pre-Plotinian/Middle Platonic philosophy of the
sort best preserved in the Platonizing Sethian treatises from Nag Hammadi” ([53], p. 85).

A comprehensive review of all these lines of scholarship and further valuable recent
contributions treating the philosophical aspects of Victorinus’ work would require a lengthy
monograph. Here, I undertake a more modest endeavor of surveying the three genres of Victorinus’
Christian literary corpus—treatises, hymns, and commentaries—for elements of Platonist thought that
figure importantly in his Christianity. It is generally acknowledged that the impact of philosophical
thought in Victorinus’ Christian works makes itself particularly felt on the one hand in a doctrinal and
anti-heretical thrust—this is his doctrine of God—and then on the other hand in his soteriology, chiefly
his teachings on the soul. It is these two areas that I will examine. As Victorinus is not among the
better known of early Christian author, I first present basic biographical data relevant to his profile as a
Christian Platonist. Next will follow a survey of his trinitarian treatises to observe notable features of
his polemical and constructive philosophical theology. A brief third section will bring his Hymns into
to view as particularly revealing of his Platonist–Christian piety. A fourth section will focus on his
teaching on the soul and how the Platonist ontology works to articulate his Christian understanding of
salvation. In conclusion, I will reflect on what Victorinus can tell us about “Platonist Christianity” and
what it was to him.

2. Platonism in Victorinus’ Life and Work

Born in Roman Africa, Victorinus rose to the top of his profession in Rome as professor of rhetoric.
He composed a number of works for instruction in grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic, some of which
continued to be used the Middle Ages, especially his Commentary on Cicero’s On Invention, which
became a standard reference text. Holding the public chair of rhetoric for the city of Rome under
Constantius, Victorinus eventually received the honor of a statue in Trajan’s Forum in 354—as Jerome
relates (Chronicon 2370)—and became vir clarissimus, i.e., was elevated to the senatorial order. Not
long after the award of the statue Victorinus converted to Christianity, in 355 or 356, “at an advanced
old age” (Jerome, De vir. ill. 101). By 357 he began writing his trinitarian works. Augustine provides
the interesting biographical notice (Conf. 8. ii. 10) that Victorinus resigned his chair of rhetoric when
emperor Julian urged extreme vetting to ban from municipal teaching positions on 17 June 362 (Cod.
Theod. 13. 3. 5; Julian, Ep. 36). By 363, Victorinus completed the last of his treatises and began a series of commentaries on the Pauline letters that extended at least to Philippians ([7], p. 4).

Victorinus’ professional writings, composed before his conversion, are recommended by Cassiodorus (Instit. II 10, 14; III 13, 18) and furnish us with a partial intellectual profile of the rhetor. In his Commentary on Cicero’s Rhetoric, Victorinus enriches his presentation of rhetorical theory and practice with treatments of philosophical themes and terms in Cicero’s text to explain elements of Aristotelian logic, dialectic, or general Platonist doctrines.24 His references to Plato there consist of handbook-level Platonist doctrine ([2], p. 79),25 but this does not necessarily reflect Victorinus’ full knowledge of Platonism at the time. The graded approach of the late antique curriculum meant philosophy was a sphere of study beyond the standard course of grammar and rhetoric, in which Victorinus liked to include elements of logic. “Philosophy in its complete form,” clarifies Victorinus in his commentary on Cicero, “consists of two elements: physics and ethics. Physics is the part which treats of divine realities [divina], and ethics the part which discusses things human” (In Cic. Rhet. I. 2; [68], p. 160). He thus rejected of the common Old Academy (Platonic) and Stoic tripartite classification that included logic in philosophy in favor of the two-fold, Aristotelian division where logic was regarded logic as preparatory [73]. Victorinus’ translation of Porphyry’s Introduction to Aristotle’s Categories (fragments are preserved in Boethius’s first commentary on the Isagöge) suggests he followed the Neoplatonist reception of Aristotle. The brief but original treatise On Definition shows Victorinus’ interest in logic, as does his lost work On Hypothetical Syllogisms, incorporated in part by Martianus Capella and Cassiodorus in their own works (the latter also preserved passages of Victorinus’s four-book commentary on Cicero’s Topics).26

Thus, it is only due to Augustine’s account of Victorinus as the translator of the libri Platonicorum that we know him to have been familiar with Neoplatonist philosophy prior to becoming a Christian. These works included some of Plotinus’ Enneads and at least one work by Porphyry ([74], p. 7), likely the De regressu animae quoted by Augustine in book ten of City of God.27 It not far fetched to imagine the instructor of “so many noble senators” (Augustine, Conf. 8. ii. 3) would have a ready audience for his translations among those who, like Augustine, had philosophical interests but lacked the Greek to keep abreast of developments in Platonist thought.

We are also dependent upon the Confessions for information about Victorinus’ conversion. This account describes him as having repeatedly claimed to his friend Simplician that he was a Christian. Simplician, a younger man (and perhaps a former student of Victorinus), kept saying to him in return, “I shall not believe that or count you among the Christians until I see you in the Church of Christ.” His response, as Augustine gives it, was a serious jest: “Victorinus laughed and said ‘Then do walls make Christians?’” (Conf. 8. ii. 4).28 The remark about the walls, as Courcelle pointed out [77], is a Stoic commonplace for signaling the soul as the site of true religion. In what follows, Augustine says that Victorinus hesitated to enter the church because he was “afraid to offend his friends,” clearly, the largely pagan aristocratic circles of Rome who would have been important sources of patronage for the working rhetor.

Hadot has been skeptical about Augustine’s account of Victorinus’ motives for hesitation and has reconstructed a different picture of the pre-Christian Victorinus. On the basis of passages in the commentary on Cicero, Hadot ([2], pp. 47–52) argues that Victorinus adhered to an aspect of Porphyry’s thought that conceived human discourse about the divine as a matter of opinion and conjecture.29
He also questions Augustine’s claim that before his conversion Victorinus had defended the pagan gods “with a voice terrifying to opponents” (Conf. 8. ii. 3). Augustine, Hadot suggests, retrojected the hostility between Christians and pagans during his time Italy to the situation of Victorinus three decades earlier. Yet the Confessions was written when Simplician was still alive; Augustine will hardly have misrepresented the latter’s report. Thus, I am not inclined to think the jibe about the walls making Christians came from a flourish of Augustine’s pen. Victorinus with his fluency in Greek and great knowledge of philosophy knew Stoicism well enough to fashion the bon mot himself.

What made Victorinus convert, Augustine’s account suggests, is that the old professor came to believe that knowing the truth of the church’s doctrine was not enough to ensure he was counted as a Christian at the hour of reckoning. Taking the issue of the afterlife seriously does not diminish other possible concerns on Victorinus’ part. I have elsewhere maintained ([8], pp. 24–29) that the desire to bring his private profession into public light (Conf. 8. ii. 5) coheres fully with the portrait of Cicero’s orator drawn by Victorinus his commentary on De Inventione (see Section 5 below).

3. Platonist Thought in Victorinus’ Trinitarian Treatises

At a time when the emperor Constantius had made it clear he never wanted to hear the word homoousios again, Victorinus became a vociferous partisan of the Nicene Creed. Henry Chadwick has noted that “[t]he timing of his conversion was close to the drama of Liberius’ exile and the western realization that in the demand for a condemnation of Athanasius the underlying issue was the truth or falsity of ‘Arianism’” ([81], 280). In the years leading up to Victorinus’ conversion (circa 355), pope Liberius had been intransigent in his support for Nicene creed and for Athanasius, whom he refused to condemn in spite of heavy pressure from Constantius. The emperor had him arrested under cover of night (Ammianus 15. 7. 7–10) and Liberius was exiled to Thrace, where he remained for almost three years (356–358) until he capitulated and was returned to Rome to resume his office.

Victorinus’ treatises reflect this situation in various ways. The first four of his nine treatises are presented as an epistolary exchange between Victorinus and an “Arian” named Candidus, whom scholars agree is a purely literary persona ([2], pp. 272–75). The opening arguments of “Letter of the Arian Candidus to the rhetor Marius Victorinus about the divine begetting” furnish standard Platonist fare. The premise that all generation involves change (mutatio) leads to the conclusion that there can be no generation in God, because everything divine (divinum) is “unchangeable” (inmutabile). What is divine “is neither begotten nor begets anything...and so God is unbegotten” (Cand. I. 1; [3], p. 1). After a long discussion of the various ways one might think of there being generatio from God (Cand. I. 4–9), Candidus conclude that the logos, the Son of God, existing “not by a begetting from God but by a working [operatione] from God, is the first and principal work [opus] of God” (Cand. I. 10; [3], p. 12). The implication is that Christ, the begotten Son, is not God in the proper sense. Candidus displays typical “Arian” piety by stating that no dishonor should accrue to Jesus in this view of him as “a work of God perfect in every respect, God by the power of God, Spirit above all spirits, the Only-begotten by that working [sc. of God], Son in power, made in a substance, not from a substance” (Cand. I. 11; [3], p. 13).

Victorinus’ first response to Candidus (Ad Candidum) argues for a kind of “generation” in God that does not involve change. He addresses these problems by a complex Platonist ontology, an elaboration of the division between realities apprehended by the senses and those grasped by the mind apart from the senses. The opening this treatise lays out Victorinus’ presuppositions about the knowledge of God and how the gap between the realm of the divine and that of embodied souls can be narrowed:

30 Translation by Chadwick ([76], p. 135).
31 On Stoic elements in Victorinus, see Hadot ([27], pp. 225–46), Andreas Pronay ([79] pp. 21–22), and Maria Corsini ([80], pp. 200–10).
32 For an account of these events, see Chadwick ([81], pp. 266–68, 280–86).
33 Much of this material is among the first group philosophical passages isolated by Hadot ([27], vol. 2, pp. 13–20).
To speak about God is an act of daring beyond human capacity. But since the nous patrikos [paternal intellect] has been inserted into our soul, and since the Spirit sent from above sets in motion the figments of the intelligible realities inscribed from eternity in our soul, it is as if some transport of the soul’s mind longs to see ineffable things and untraceable mysteries of the intentions and workings of God. With the soul now set in such a body, it is difficult alone to understand these things and impossible to relate them. (Ad Cand. 1; [3], p. 15).

Victorinus is clarifying the problem of the soul much as did Plotinus in *On the Three Primary Hypostases* (V 1). Elsewhere Plotinus wrote of the soul’s lostness in the “region of unlikeness” (Enn. I 8. 13), rendered by Victorinus as regio dissimilitudinis and slyly inserted by Augustine into Conf. 7. x. 16 [29]. It is noteworthy that this passage forms part of the proemium of *Ad Candidum*, where one would expect to find a statement of the problem to be resolved and some indication of the discussion to follow. While Victorinus in his commentary on Cicero gave only a basic sketch of the problem of the soul seeking its while in the body (discussed in §5 below), this passage from *Ad Cand*. 1 presents a more complex teaching. Victorinus appears to have incorporated into his Christian soteriology the idea of the nous patrikos from the Chaldean Oracles (probably through Porphyry’s commentary on the same). Fragment 109 of the Oracles—a Middle Platonist work open to such revelations as the gods gifted to “barbarian” people—is particularly relevant: “But the Paternal Intellect does not receive the will (of the soul) until it emerges from forgetfulness and speaks a word, remembering the pure, paternal token.” Victorinus invokes it to explain how the soul can move toward its origin despite the difficulties attending its embodied existence. Serge Cazelais has recently drawn attention to a particular phrase of this passage—quasi quaedam mentis elatio nostrae animae: “as if some transport of the mind of the soul longs”—as key to Victorinus’ treatment of the topos from the *Timaeus* about the difficulty of knowing God, which is surmounted by the gift of the Spirit, the revelation of faith ([56], pp. 60–62). This opening of *Ad Candidum* shows Victorinus integrating philosophical thought with that of Christianity by coordinating the seed-sowing of the paternal intellect with the work of the Holy Spirit as activator of souls in stirring them toward the higher realities.

The treatise take a polemical turn in which Candidus receives an earnest brow-beating. Victorinus then attempts to get to the heart his objection concerning the immutability of God and the problems with speaking of a divine substance. Agreeing with Candidus that the Aristotelian notion of substance as subject to accidents cannot be applied to God, Victorinus argues that ousia language is legitimate in light of the philosophical use of the participle form of the Greek verb to be, *to on*, generally translated “Being” or “that which is” (e.g., Plato, Rep. 508B). “Being” in the interpretation of the *Parmenides* is the second One, the One that is also many, which is produced by the One (Parm. 137c–142a and 143a–144b). Victorinus can thus state that God is the “power of Being itself” (*potentia ipsius tou ontou*), which power “generated [genuit] Being complete in every respect [to on omnimodis perfectum], generated the entirety of Being from the entirety of the power.” His argument depends on changing the meaning of *potentia*, from the meaning “potentiality” (which Candidus denied could be prior to God in *Cand*. 1.1) to that of an unlimited power—what Plotinus called “the productive power [dunamis] of all things” (V. 4. 2)—that give rises to the realm of Being. God the Father is accordingly to *proon*, “pre-Being” (*Ad Cand*. 2; [3], p. 18); and in this way there is no movement implying change, no "this

---

34 See below (Section 3) for discussion of this part of the soul, which he elsewhere call the “divine soul” that becomes incarnate in individuals.

35 This last clause is a paraphrase of Plato’s famous dictum in *Timaeus* 28A: “But the father and maker of all this universe is past finding out; and even if we found him, to tell of him to all men would be impossible” (Jowett).

36 Translated by A. H. Armstrong ([82], vol. 1, p. 309).

37 Victorinus says of Cicero’s opening to book II of De inventione: “Every preface is like an image [quasi similitudo] of what we are going to talk about” ([68], p. 257).

38 Translated by Ruth Majercik ([83], p. 91).

39 Translated by Armstrong ([82], vol. 5, p. 149).
becoming that,” insofar as God as pre-Being possesses no determinateness whatsoever so as to be a “this” at all.

Candidus’ response to Victorinus (Cand. II) consists for the most part of Latin translations of important letters from the beginning of the trinitarian controversy. These “Arian” letters provide Victorinus the textual basis for his second refutation of Candidus in Adversus Arium I (Adv. Ar. IA). This his lengthiest treatise begins as an exegetical onslaught against those who oppose the Nicene definition of Christ as homoousios with the Father. In chapters 2–27, Victorinus surveys scriptural passages help him vindicate the Nicene language and theology. This orderly procedure, however, appears to have been interrupted by his reception of new information and documents pertinent to the platform of the moderates led by Basil of Ancyra in 358. He and his confederates had been alarmed by the vehemently anti-Nicene statement of a council at Sirmium in 357 that attempted to ban the theological use of the term osia. In response Basil sought to substitute homoiousion—“of similar substance”—for the controverted Nicene phrase “of the same substance.”

Victorinus would have none of this. Breaking off his survey of scriptural texts he rips into Basil and his party for thinking it was coherent to maintain that the Son was of “similar substance” (homoiousion). Similarity of likeness refers to quality and is accordingly not a term that can be discussed in the category of substance; to say “of similar substance” is “impossible and incongruous,” as similarity implies some “alterity” (Adv. Ar. 1A 23; [3], p. 93). Victorinus opposed both the radicals of Sirmium and the homoiousian party by arguing for a metaphysical use of the term substantia carefully distinguished from the materialistic sense of its standard use to talk about composite physical entities. This point, as scholars have observed, is a standard piece of the Neoplatonic interpretation of Aristotle’s Categories.

Victorinus’s next work is a treatise entitled “That the Trinity is homoousios” (Adv. Ar. IB). This treatise, along with Adv. Ar. IV, is the source of most of the philosophical blocks of material assembled by Hadot. The work also contains the parallels to Zostrianus. Chapter 62 contains a passage of mixed exegetical and philosophical argumentation, which is important for understanding how Victorinus correlated his Platonist anthropology with the creation account in Genesis. He quotes Genesis 1:26 at the conclusion of a disquisition on the relation of soul—the hypostasis of soul—to Intellect and how soul descended from Intellect (nous), which it images. The soul “with its own nous...is an intellectual power of life,” but it descends from Intellect by its attention to lower realities which it gives life. “Cast in shadows, the soul is drawn below” (Adv. Ar. IB 61; [3], p. 162). Victorinus then offers a way to understand what Gen 1:26 means in light of the account of soul just given, and he mentions four views of the constituents of human nature. He identifies his own view as the final suggestion: human beings possess “a four-fold body of the four elements along with a double soul and double intellect [nous].” That God “took dust and formed Adam” (cf. Gen. 2:7) signifies the earth, including “the high point of earth and its flower,” which together constitute “the principles of the body” (Adv. Ar. IB 62; [3], p. 163). This human endowment with a “double intellect and a double soul” is allegorically revealed in the gospel story of two men working in the field or two women grinding grain (Matt 24:39–41; Luke 17:34–3). Victorinus explains that there is “a heavenly nous or logos and a

---

40 The earliest modern editor, Johannes Sichardus (1528), regarded the fourth and fifth treatises as two books of a single work extending to the sixth, seventh, and eighth treatises, which he accordingly entitled Against Arius I–IV, probably in line with Jerome’s remark (Vir. Ill. 101) that Victorinus “wrote very obscure books against Arius” ([2], p. 235).
41 The so-called ‘Blasphemy of Sirmium.’ Original text in Hilary, De syn. 1: “about the term ‘substance’, which the Greeks call osia, no mention should be made at all” (the Greek version is in Athanasius, De syn. 28).
42 See R. P. C. Hanson ([84], pp. 348–71, 531–56) and Mark Edwards [85] for accounts of Basil and Victorinus’ response to him.
43 See Hadot and Brenke ([86], pp. 58–59) for discussion of the documents assembled by Basil and his sympathizers at synod of Sirmium in the summer of 358.
44 For recent discussion, see Nˇemec [66].
45 See Massimo Stefani’s full analysis of this passage [87].
46 On the dual role of the “image” in Victorinus, see Vasilii [63].
47 These terms from the Chaldean Oracles (see fragments. 1, 37, 76 in [83]).
heavenly soul, but also a material *logos* and material soul.” These four nest within each other and all within the body:

As the power of sense-perception, the material *nous* is situated in and consubstantial with the material soul. This being so, the heavenly *logos*—meaning *nous* or divine spirit—is in the divine soul. But this divine soul is in a material spirit, and the material spirit [*hylicus spiritus*] in a material soul, the material soul in a fleshly body, which it must be purified with all three for the person to receive eternal light and eternal life. And this is what faith in Christ brings about. *(Adv. Ar. IB 62; [3], 164).*

Since a “divine spirit” resides in this “divine soul”,48 which is in turn enveloped in the “material spirit”—the *ochêma* or “pneumatic vehicle” in Platonist language49—that enables a spiritual reality to be located in a material body. The divine soul is the representative of the higher realm as a descendent of the world-soul, which Victorinus as a Christian theologian put outside the divine proper.

Victorinus’ sixth treatise, “On the *homoousios* in both Greek and Latin against the heretics” dates to the period between the Council of Ariminum in 359 and the death of Constantius on Nov. 3, 361 *(Adv. Ar. II 9; [3], p. 183).* Here Victorinus anticipates philosophical concern about the Nicene terminology on the part of those who might object that speaking of God as *ousia* violates the negative theology emerging from commentary on the first hypothesis of the Parmenides, which insisted on the transcendence of the One above all categories. To those who would prefer to say that God’s existence is therefore “nonsubstantial” (*anousios*), Victorinus counters that one can take “substance” as synonymous with existence more generally and accept talk of the “substance” of the transcendent God to signify the existence of the divinity. Of particular note in his treatise is Victorinus’ much discussed usage of the Latin infinitive *esse* to approximate the Greek articular infinitive of the verb to be (*to einai*) [88], which is extensively employed in the anonymous commentary on the Parmenides.50 “To Be [*esse*] is for God his own substance,” declares Victorinus. “God, bestowing To Be from himself to himself, is the primary substance, universal substance, substance before substance.” Victorinus observes that “certain people” are willing to use this term to indicate that God is *huperousios*, “transcendent substance” *(Adv. Ar. II 1; [3], p. 169)*, which would seem to be his own perspective as well. The ninth treatise, “On the necessity of accepting *homoousios*” *(De hom. rec.)*, is almost an abbreviation of *Adv. Ar. II* in presenting scriptural and philological arguments for the applicability of the term.

The seventh *(Adv. Ar. III)* and eighth treatises *(Adv. Ar. IV)*, both entitled “On *Homoousios*,” were likely written shortly after the sixth treatise, in 360–362. They contain a number of points of great interest. *Adversus Arium III* features an elucidation of the *logos* as the image of God and the soul as the image of that image. Hadot has argued from this and similar passages that Victorinus anticipated Augustine’s psychological analogy for the Trinity [18].51 The eighth treatise, likewise entitled “On *Homoousios*” *(Adv. Ar. IV)* is another attempt to explain Victorinus’ account of the trinity, which involves the mutual implication of the persons of the Trinity, especially the dyad of Christ and Holy Spirit. Granting the obscurity of his discussion owing to “the repetition of terms” *(Adv. Ar. IV 3; [3], p. 228)*, Victorinus emphasizes as a starting point the conviction that “God exists” and that in accord with the scriptures, God’s “To be” (*esse*) must be called Spirit. “What do we believe in regard to this [divine] *esse*, what do we maintain about it?” “God is spirit,” he says quoting John 4:24, “God is light and the true light” *(Adv. Ar. IV 4; [3], p. 228).* The treatise continues with a breath-taking range of philosophical vocabulary and conceptuality—certainly the most audacious attempt at philosophical theology in the early Latin church.

48 Victorinus refers to soul as “divine” without thinking it God, just as in modern parlance one can acknowledge a spiritual aspect to human beings without identifying them with God.
49 On this concept in Platonism, see Dillon’s account ([9], p. 366).
50 For discussion of how this works out in Platonist Christian authors, see Girgenti [20].
51 Hadot’s point was anticipated by Ian Hoslip [89].
4. Platonism in Victorinus’ Hymns

Victorinus’ three hymns are not constructed according to the metrics of classical poetry but reflect a developing Christian form of accented strophes ([90], p. 72). The dense philosophical content and vocabulary of the first hymn, although leavened by language of the fourth gospel, overwhelms any aesthetic or hymnic qualities it otherwise possesses. The opening at least breathes the spirit of the author’s piety:

Be there [Adesto], true light, Father and Almighty God!
Be there, true light, mystery and power of God!
Be there, Holy Spirit, bond of the Father and the Son!
When you are still, you are the Father; when you go forth, you are the Son.
You who join all things in one, you are the Holy Spirit.

(Hymn I; [3], p. 284).

“Mystery” and “power of God” are of course Pauline expressions; “true light” is from John 1:19. That the Spirit is “the bond” [copula] of the Father and the Son—or the connexio of them—is a note that scholars have long suspected Augustine to have absorbed and tweaked, as Chad Gerber has very recently argued ([91], p. 149) in taking up Cipriani’s case [22]. The second strophe introduces the Platonist distinction between the first One and second one, the basis of his trinitarian theology:

One the first, One arisen from itself, One before a one—you are God!
You go before any quantity [quantum], you are known by no boundaries.
Quantity is nothing in you, because no quantity is from you.
For the one born from you produces quantity rather than has it.

(Hymn I; [3], p. 284).

Here Victorinus seems to have his eye on those who objected to the homoousion on the grounds that ousia had strong material connotations. The denial of quantity in God serves those ends by maintaining the Platonist theological postulate of the divine as immaterial reality. The opening of the third strophe reiterates the presentation of the begetting of Christ as equivalent to movement from the pure One to the One-Being (or “One-Many” in Plotinus’s locution):

Hence the Father is unmeasured; measured and unmeasured is the Son.
You, Father, are One; there is One whom you begot, the Son.

(Hymn I; [3], p. 286).

The remainder of the hymns drifts into a sketch of the theology developed in the treatises. Victorinus concludes his reflections with a summary of his pro-Nicene theology:

All are then one by the Spirit, all are one by the light.
Hence to the individual persons, to the three, there is one true substance.
It has proceeded from the Father to the Son and has returned via the Spirit.
As the three individual persons exist, the three individuals are also in one.
This is the blessed trinity, this is the blessed unity.

(Hymn I; [3], p. 289).

The second and third hymns have a tighter form consisting of brief strophes and repetitive imprecations of prayer. The third hymn resembles the first in its philosophical language but maintains

---

52 In Hymn III Victorinus calls the Spirit conexio—“a connection is whatever connects two things”—and complexio. “You are this third reality, the embrace of the two [complexio duorum], and this embrace differs in nothing from the One, because you make the two One” ([5], p. 303).

53 Augustine in De trinitate (XI 7. 12) calls the Spirit voluntas utrumque coniugiens, “the will joining both” ([5], p. 573).

54 Plotinus, Enn. V 1. 8; ([82], vol. 5. p. 43).
its formal structure of strophes ending with the refrain, *O beata trinitas*. This arrangement allows Victorinus to express his ideas in lapidary form, as we see in one of the more striking strophes of *Hymn III*:

God, you are substance, hidden away and in secret;
God, you are form, hidden away and in secret;
God, you are knowledge, hidden away and in secret.
Hence, God, you are the Pre-Being of all such Beings.
O blessed trinity!
(Hymn III; [3], p. 303).

The last line contains the philosophical terms in Greek: *Hinc προὸν istorum τῶν ὄντων, deus, es.* The *istorum* clarifies that the “Beings” here refer to the triad of substance, life, and knowledge, all of which Victorinus calls “God” to indicate them as persons of the trinity. Yet God is “Pre-Being” of these Beings; and this is the dynamic of hidden movement and its manifestation noted by Hadot ([27], pp. 432–44) as one way Victorinus expresses the movement of the generation of the Son, or—in the language of the *Parmenides*—of the movement of the One-Being from the purely One. For example, the central idea of internal divine movement of the trinity the end of *Hymn I* quoted above is rendered with a triad reminiscent of Neoplatonist formulation: *Status/Progressio/Regression/O beata trinitas* (*Hymn III*; [3], p. 297).55 These brief and even strophes fade away in the second part of the hymn where the philosophical language takes over; and the form is resumed in the last few strophes and end dramatically: “Free us/Save us/Justify us/O blessed Trinity!” (*Hymn III*; [3], p. 305).

The second hymn lacks the technical language and maintains a strict structure throughout. It consists of fifteen strophes, all of which begin with the familiar liturgical invocation of the *Kyrie*56 but in Latin: “Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy” (*miserere domine, miserere Christe*). This hymn is of particular interest on account of the autobiographical form of some of the strophes, which strike a note of personal piety amidst doctrinal formulations. The first two strophes of *Hymn II* illustrate the interweaving of personal and philosophical material:

Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!
Have mercy, Lord,
Because I have trusted in you.
Have mercy, Lord,

Because by your mercy I have come to know you.

Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!
You are the logos of my spirit!
You are the logos of my soul!
You are the logos of my flesh!
(Hymn II; [3], p. 290).

The notion that Christ is the “logos” (he uses the word in Greek) of the full human being follows from Victorinus’ understanding of Genesis 1:26, discussed in *Adv. Ar.* IB (see Section 3 above). In *Hymn II* the three-fold division of the human being referenced in the second strophe here corresponds to Paul’s three-fold division in the closing prayer of First Thessalonians (1 Thess 5:23), cited on Ephesians 5:30 ([6], p. 85). There he treats the apostle’s mention of Christ’s body, flesh, and bones as standing for the intelligible analogues of these components of the human being Christ as the logos possesses.

---

55 John Turner identifies this motif as borrowed from Neoplatonist treatment of the Chaldean Oracles and the arithmetic speculations of the Neopythagorean Moderatus of Gaza ([92], p. 223).
56 Noted by Clark ([4], p. 320).
That Christ is “the logos of my flesh” means that this element of the human being has a spiritual form (and this is how Victorinus affirms the resurrection of the body).\(^57\)

Strophes seven and eight of Hymn II contain key elements of Victorinus’ anthropology with its characteristic mix of biblical and philosophical language:

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{God, you have given me a soul,}
\]

\[
\text{But a soul is an image of life, for a soul lives.}
\]

\[
\text{May my soul live for eternity also.}
\]

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{If it is in your likeness, God and Father,}
\]

\[
\text{And in the image of your Son that I have been made human,}
\]

\[
\text{May I, created thus, live for ages, because your Son has come to know me.}
\]

(Hymn II; [3], p. 291).

The final line of strophe eight is an allusion to part of Galatian 4:9 that suggests the key to salvation lies in being “known by God.” His remarks on that verse in his Commentary on Galatians make clear what this hymn strongly hints, namely, the divine initiative in grace: “Now, because he said you have come to know God, or rather have come to be known by God, he preserves the integrity of his own precept: that those who come to Christ are those whom God sends, those whom God calls [cf. Rom 8:29–30]; and that those who know God are those whom God has known” ([6], p. 146).

Strophes nine and ten continue in the autobiographical voice and speak of a conversion in Johannine language:

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{I loved the world, because you had made the world.}
\]

\[
\text{I have been detained by the world in the world’s jealousy over your own.}
\]

\[
\text{Now I hate the world, because I have got a hold of the Spirit.}
\]

(Hymn II; [3], p. 291).

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{Hasten to help the fallen, Lord, hasten to help those who are sorry.}
\]

\[
\text{For it a mystery that by your divine and holy judgment}
\]

\[
\text{I have sinned.}
\]

(Hymn II; [3], p. 292).

The twelfth and thirteen strophes provide interesting counterpoint in drawing on Paul’s teaching about continual struggle against sin even on the part of the faithful (Rom 7:14–15):

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{Long do I fight back, long do I resist my enemy.}
\]

\[
\text{But the flesh is still with me, the flesh in which the devil was overcome—}
\]

\[
\text{A great triumph for you, it gave us the bulwark of faith.}
\]

\[
\text{Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy!}
\]

\[
\text{The will to leave the world and its lands behind}
\]

\[
\text{Lies close to me.}
\]

---

\(^{57}\) Compare his comments In Phil. 4:7 ([6], p. 221) and his discussion in Adv. Ar. IB 64 ([3], p. 166), where he references 1 Cor 15: 51–53: “receiving a spiritual garment after the resurrection, ‘we will be changed’.”
But to will without your aid, my plumage is too weak.
Give me the wings of faith, so I might fly to God above!
(Hymn II; [3], p. 292).

The remarkable note in the tenth strophe—“it is a mystery that...I have sinned”—is difficult, as it is an isolated remark without parallel in his remaining works. As a reflex of his Platonism, it seems in line with Plotinus’ discussion in Enn. I. 8. 6 of the relative non-existence of evil in comparison to the source of all being: “How can human wickedness be the contrary of that transcendent Good?” ([82], vol. I, p. 293). Yet the “mystery” of sin may also allude to the puzzlement the apostle expressed in Romans 7:15 about compulsiveness of sin: “I do not understand what I am doing....”

The Hymns are thus a significant example of the amalgamation of language and imagery drawn from philosophical, creedal, and biblical—particularly Pauline and Johannine—elements. Frassinetti [17] has suggested that these verses prefigure elements of Augustine’s Confessions; and one might well point to the opening prayer of Augustine’s early work Soliloquies as an even closer parallel ([4], p. 322). Victorinus, like his pro-Nicene colleague Hilary,58 found it expedient to teach doctrine through hymns. The ostensibly autobiographical utterances in Hymn II are in any case a precious clue to his personal piety.

5. Platonist Teaching on the Soul and Its Salvation

Victorinus characterizes his work on the Pauline letters as “a simple exposition” or “a simple commentary”59 and often refers to having treated topics at length elsewhere. He looks forward to a time when “with the permission of God” he might be “free from the necessity of interpreting the text” and directly discuss the ascent and descent of Christ at appropriate depth ([6], p. 60). Still, Victorinus finds occasions (on Gal 4:6, Eph 1:4, and Phil 2:6–11) to digress and inform his audience about the more recondite matters of the apostle’s teachings. As Italo Mariotti has observed, this penchant for philosophical digressions seems to be “a constant of Victorinus’ cultural character” ([93], p. 23), as we find a similar pattern of digressions in his commentary on Cicero.60

The preface to the commentary on De inventione contains brief reflections on key terms and the four general topics Cicero discusses about the relation between eloquence and virtue. Before addressing Cicero’s text, Victorinus lays out what constitute “skilled knowledge” (ars) and how it differs from “virtue.” Virtue he defines in an Aristotelian way as a “condition of the mind” (animi habitus), which he then describes in Stoic language as the mind being “in agreement with reason in the manner of nature” (in naturae modum). Reminding readers that “we consist of two things, soul and body,” he clarifies that the natura in question that reason makes us conform to is the nature of the soul. He then proceed to a describe the soul with a Platonist commonplaces:

The soul [anima] is immortal. If it is immortal, it has descended from divine realities; if it has descended from divine realities, it is perfect [cf. Phaed. 246c]. But the acuity [acies] of the soul, however perfect it may be, is entangled and mired in a kind of thick coat of the body. Thus it comes about that the soul takes on a certain forgetfulness of itself. ([68], p. 155).

This last note about the soul’s “forgetfulness of itself” (quandam oblivionem) corresponds to the “forgetfulness” of Phaedrus 248c, which Plato says is the cause of the soul’s heaviness and the loss of its wings. Victorinus then relates how it is through “effort and training” (studio ac disciplina) that the soul is able to begin a process of recovery whereby it is uncovered and stripped (nudari). Only then, he says, “does the condition of the mind [animi habitus] get returned and recalled to the way of its own nature.”

58 The three surviving genuine hymns of Hilary have been edited by A. Feder for the Vienna Corpus.
59 For discussion of what he means by these characterizations of his commentary my previous discussions ([7], pp. 110–14); [65], pp. 71–74).
60 Excellent account of the digressions in Lopetegui Semperena ([70], pp. 54–61).
Victorinus goes to claim that Plato mentions various ways in soul’s original “excellence” (virtus) can emerge: sometimes by skillful knowledge (arte) or because it is innate, and sometimes developed by exercise (exercitatione) or given by God ([68], p. 156). Victorinus returns to this in commenting on Cicero’s text, reminding readers again that there once was “a better nature in human beings, but weighed down by the weakness of the body [oppressa corporis vitio], it declined into evil.” It is the “great and wise person,” who, having recognized that “good nature in human beings” was able by giving precepts to instruct them by disciplina in what he obtained fully by nature and practice ([68], p. 164). “What better cause could there be than to lead humans beings, who were living like animals, over to a human, even divine knowledge by means of useful and good precepts?” What Cicero meant by “the great and wise person” (De inv. I. 2), as Victorinus saw it, is anyone who can perform this task. He knows this is a minority view but he seem very assured of it: “A lot of people want the text to be understood as meaning Saturn, Plato, Aristotle and others, but they are wrong” ([68], p. 161). Inculcating good and useful precepts are likely something he saw himself as a professor of rhetoric doing, as I have elsewhere maintained ([8], pp. 10–15).

5.1. World Soul and Worldly Souls

The world soul was an important piece of Platonist piety that satisfied both intellectual and religious needs. The beautiful visible cosmos cannot be without an equally harmonious mind within, which is older than the body of the cosmos and the immanent source of its movement and life; and it is the best of all that has come into being (Plato, Tim. 36d–37a). This mind of the cosmos, or “the soul of the All” is a direct creation of the Demiurge (Intellect) and the source of the embodied souls created by the lesser gods into composite and mortal beings (Plato, Tim. 41d). The whole of the cosmos with its soul Plato called “the perceptible [aisthêtos] God” (Tim. 92c). Victorinus followed the Platonic doctrine of a world-soul to the point of including soul on an ontological level—the intellectibilia, or “intelligible realities”—located just below the level of the divine proper. This clearly undescended “soul” is described by Victorinus as a life-giving power possessed of its own To Be, To Live, and To Know ([3], p. 166). It enacts on a lower level of being what the more divine life of nous does on the higher:

Just as the more divine unitary trinity...made by its radiance [effulgenter] the soul to be a subsisting reality, its own proper substance in the intelligible world...so too the Soul, a second unitary trinity, has unfurled its image-making power [imaginatio] in the sensory world—the same soul, which always existing above, gives birth to worldly souls. (Adv. Ar. IB 64; [3], p. 166).

That this is indeed the world-soul is evident by the distinction Victorinus makes between the “Soul...always existing above” and the “worldly souls” that have lost the heavenly seat. Just as on the level of the divine proper, the Son is the image of the Father and is life, so too “outside” the divine—figuratively speaking, as Victorinus did not think these realities are in space—comes Soul, “created [effecta] as an image of life,” i.e., the life of the divine mind. Soul, retaining a trace of its prior—“its own nous, which is from the reality of Nous”—is what makes “the soul is a power of intelligent life” (Adv. Ar. IB 61; [3], pp. 161–62).

The individuation of worldly souls from Soul puts them in a different place, or rather in a place at all. Just as Soul imitates Intellect, so too souls get carried away by the power of life in them that images the great life above:

Tilting downward and away from Intellect [nous], soul drags itself and its intellect [nous] downwards.... If it fixes its gaze on inferiors—because it is wanton [petulans]—it becomes a life-giving power which makes the world and the things in the world to live, even a stone in the manner of stones. (Adv. Ar. IB 61; [3], p. 162).

This attention to the lower results in the soul becoming “shadowy” and it “is led downward.” Whence embodied souls, composite entities. This fall from the heavenly realm occurs—with obvious parallels
in Origen and Plotinus—through the soul’s freedom (suae licentiae). Notwithstanding its “deprivation of the true light,” the soul can be recalled to the higher realms “on account of the faint spark” [scintillam tenuem] of its own nous” (Adv. Ar. IB 61; [3], p. 162). This is the doctrine informing Victorinus’ notion of the soul as a being capable of spiritual transformation.

5.2. The Place of Soul in Victorinus’ Ontology

Victorinus laid out his ontological schema of reality most fully in Ad Candidum 7, but his second response to Candidus contain additional illuminating imagery. After quoting Colossians 2:19 with its mention of “the whole body” to solve the question of what are the “all things” that are from Christ and God, Victorinus repels any thought that “the body of the whole universe” is like a pile of things united only by physical contiguity. Rather the whole universe is a self-contained body (continens corpus) like a chain (catena), in which all parts are interlinked (Adv. Ar. IA 25; [3], p. 99). “For there is a chain: God, Jesus, the Spirit, nous, angels, and from there all corporeal beings.” This is the “great chain of being” made famous by Arthur Lovejoy’s 1936 title; and Victorinus’ use of the image of a “chain” is earliest extant philosophical employment of this terminology, witnessed later in Macrobius (Somn. Scip. I. 14. 15) and probably deriving from Porphyry’s commentary on the Chaldean Oracles ([30], p. 285). A similar idea occurs in Plotinus’ treatise entitled On the Origin and Order of the Beings which Come after the First.62 Plotinus imagines the whole not as a chain but with another image of extension, even though he explicitly denies that Soul, like Intellect is “in place”: “It is then like a long life, stretched out at length; each part is different from that which comes next in order, but the whole is continuous with itself” (V. 2. 2).63 Any such hierarchical image implying descending ontological levels in the divine is theologically incorrect for a Nicene Christian. Victorinus’ list has Jesus noted below God and followed by the Spirit and nous, but he ignores the subordinationalist implication. Below nous in Victorinus’ chain comes “Soul and angels,” in that order: the Soul is the third principle in adherence to Platonist doctrine.64 After angels come corporalia omnia, anything that has or is a body.

Victorinus begins his ontological account in Ad Candidum 7 by mentioning realities that belong to the divine esse: there are “things which really exist,” which he refers to as a class of intellectabilia or “knowable realities” that comprise a triple realm. This triple realm itself has three levels. First is “the one and only Being” [oxy]. Next is the triad existencialitas vitalitas, intelligentitas: “power of being, power of living, and power of understanding.” Just below this triad Victorinus lists a third species of intellectabilia, which he calls “supercelestialis”: “spirit, nous, soul, knowledge, training, powers, logos, opinions, perfection, existence, life, and thinking.” Despite the nomenclature of the first two terms, these items do not belong to the divine trinity. Victorinus treats them as objects constituting an intelligible realm to which “our nous” can ascend, be formed by and thus emerge from the “confusion characteristic of seeking” to stand on its own thought (Ad Cand. 7; [3], p. 22). The term “supercelestial” indicates they are “above” the material heavens and thus part of the (non-local) spiritual reality. The names of these supercelestial suggest that they are forms of the spiritual components of the human creature and functions as the guiding lights for souls who wander in the realm of the senses.

Individual souls Victorinus classifies as intellectualia—beings capable of understanding—who receive proper orientation from higher knowable realities (intellectabilia). While these latter are “things which truly exist,” souls qua intellectualia are “things which just exist” (Ad Cand. 8; [3], p. 23). The next level, “the things which are not truly non-existent,” is realm including “the whole world consisting of matter and form in a state of mixture” (Ad Cand. 9; [3], p. 26). Matter (hulē) alone he puts under the category of “things which are not”: it is sterile and “unproductive” (effeta) without the power of soul (Ad Cand. 10; [3], p. 28). Alone it is “indeterminate,” as it is nothing but the substrate (subiectum) of

---

61 The notion of the scintilla animae took on great significance in Meister Eckhart and other medieval mystics [94].
62 This is a treatise Victorinus clearly knew well, as he inserted its first sentence into Adv. Ar. IV 2 (see n. 11 above).
63 Translated by Armstrong ([82], vol. 5, p. 65).
64 See Plotinus’ reference in V. 1. 8 to the three kings of Plato’s Ep. 2 (312E).
its qualities, which bestow determinate form upon the matter; only when thus qualified it is called anything—“fire, air, water, earth” (Ad Cand. 10; [3], p. 27). When soul is “mixed with hudê it is among the things which are not truly not being.” Yet Victorinus says both soul and matter are omnium nutrix, “the nurse of all thing” (Ad Cand. 10; [3], p. 28), with a clear allusion to Plato’s famous description in Timaeus 49A of the place of creation—which later Platonists identified with unformed matter—as “the receptacle of all generation, like a nurse.” Soul and matter have in common the fact that they are necessary components of composite beings and take the qualities of what they are mixed with.

As embodied intellectuale, human souls have sense-perception (sensus). This cognitive power has a dual capacity. The lower, material nous (discussed above in §2) operates “by means of sense-perception in its imitation of intellectual activity”; sense perception is actually “a copy [simulacrum] of Intellect” (Ad Cand. 9; [3], p. 25). But sense-perception is capable of transformation: when it “fully grasps the activity of Intellect ...it becomes similar and akin to a pure intellect, the sort that comprehends the heavenly bodies, the aetherial realm, and the things born and reborn in nature and matter.” We are retracing the complex of issues Victorinus raised in the opening of Ad Candidum (discussed in §3 above) and in his commentary on Cicero: how the original nature of the can be recovered from the difficulties besetting embodied souls. Left to its own devices, sense-perception grasps “nothing but qualities, neither perceiving nor comprehending the underlying thing [subiectum], that is, the substance” (Ad Cand. 9; [3], p. 26). The senses along do not provide sufficient orientation to worldly souls.

5.3. Salvation of the Soul

The lengthiest of Victorinus’ philosophical discussions in his commentaries on Paul occurs in his treatment of Ephesians 1:4–8 ([6], pp. 6–16). The occasion for the digression is the assertion of v. 4 that God “chose us in him [Christ] before the foundation of the world that we might be holy.” The most obvious Platonist aspect of Victorinus’ discussion is his assertion that souls exist prior to embodiment. Plato asserted this in a number of dialogues (Phaed. 87D, 62B; Phaedr. 246C; et al.), and Plotinus developed these suggestions at length in his treatise On the Descent of Souls into Bodies (IV. 8). Victorinus seems to have felt there was nothing inherent in Christianity that prevented an importation of Platonist teachings on the soul. His opening comment on Eph 1:4 sums up the conclusions he derived from his analysis of the epistolar text:

This is a treatment of the divine reality [de divinitate], a short explanation of the whole Mystery, where these things are established: that Christ existed before the world; that the world has been made; that there were souls before the world; that the world exists by God’s dispensation; that souls both came into the world and are being freed from the world by God’s dispensation; that all that is done is the will of God; and that for those living in accordance with Christ there is a reward so that sins may be forgiven and we may participate in the glory of God. ([6], p. 6).

Notable is the three-fold structure of the drama of the soul: from existence before the world, to worldly existence, to a freeing from the world. Victorinus’ formulation of the final goal of the soul’s life as a participation “in the glory of God” combines the Christian image of believers hoping to behold the glory of God (John 1:14, etc.; 2 Cor 3:18) with Platonist language of participation or sharing in the divine life (cf. Plutarch, Plat. quaest. 1001C; Plotinus, IV 7.10). Victorinus grants that these items he has laid out in this preliminary way are “obscure [occulta] but are still completely true” ([6], p. 6).

The exposition of the truths Victorinus thinks the apostle is related brings us into the heart of what German scholarship calls his Seelenmetaphysik, “metaphysics of the soul.” This aspect of Victorinus’ thought was discussed fully in the admirable 1936 study of Hubert de Leusse [96], the
Victorinus’ comments on Eph 1:4 begin with an account of the soul’s pre-existent condition, where he shows that the text supports the view of the soul’s existence prior to the world:

In the first place, therefore, let us examine what the apostle has just said: “God chose us.” Clearly, God chose us when we already existed and chose us in Christ, so both we and Christ existed before. ...Therefore we were spiritual beings, if we were in Christ. And if we were in Christ and were spiritual beings, we existed—as Paul adds afterward—“before the foundation of the world”. ([6], p. 7).

Victorinus turns to the question that animated Plotinus’ discussion of the soul’s descent. Like Plotinus (IV 8. 2), he does not blame God or suppose that the descent was penal:

Now why has the world been founded? And why did many things come hither into the world? Although the souls and other powers of this sort had been established, as I said, in Christ, this is a lesser kind of perfection—unless the souls should know by experience all things capable of existing, would come to recognize in this way what is to be pursued, would see what is to be chosen, and would follow in the Spirit that is indeed Christ. Souls exist by their own force and by their prepotency: they are not this very thing which is spirit but exist so as to be able to receive spirit. Still, insofar as they are souls, they are not yet spirits. ([6], p. 8).

Victorinus conceives the soul’s dwelling in the body as a necessary path to the actualization its creaturely capacities (this is very close to Plotinus IV 8. 5). However, worldly souls must meet the challenges that face them as composite entities:

Although in accordance with its intellect [secundum intellectum] the soul is a powerful being [potens], the intellect can nonetheless be mistaken unless it also knows that which imitates it but is not in fact intellect. If, I say, the soul should become aware of what causes mistakes, what lies and deceives, and should recognize, repudiate and flee it as it were an enemy or a deceiver, the soul will easily keep itself together and recognize its own excellence. The soul will be full and perfected in Christ, meaning it will be spiritual. ([6], p. 8).

But what is the imitator of “understanding” (intellegentia = the image of nous that is present in embodied soul) that so deceives souls? As in the passage from Ad Cand. 9 discussed above, the problem is the unreliability of sense-perception as a power geared toward knowing inherently unstable material reality, an old Platonist saw if ever:

But what sort of thing is it that creates a likeness of the faculty of understanding [similitudinem intelligentiae] and deceives sense perception, which exists only in the things of the world and in what the Greeks call hylê or matter? For through the fleshly apertures and the powers of perceptual activity a kind of false intellect is born. With many a trick it deceives the true faculty of understanding and in some way damages the truth by means of images. Therefore although the soul is by nature so disposed as to be capable of understanding, the faculty of understanding could nonetheless easily slip and fall into a nearby power and then into an image of understanding, into sense perception, which is in the world and is altogether from nature. ([6], p. 8).
This mention of “nature” one of the few places where he uses the term to apply to what in Plotinus’ view was the level of reality below soul.68 In Victorinus’ Christian conception, however, the realm of nature is part of the divine plan:

The world has been made by the work and will of God, and all things have been constructed in matter, so that the soul, having been detained [anima detenta] by these things, might recognize what the senses are and how much they are worth. ([6], p. 9).

The material realm is a kind of training-ground for lost souls, a conception decidedly more Platonist than biblical. Yet the remark that follows brings the reader back into the world of the Bible: “The Law and its admonitions have been given by God in order that God—and also what is not of God—be recognized” ([8], p. 8). The conclusion of this passage makes it clear that Victorinus the commentator on Paul is working with a model of divine intervention signally different from anything in Platonist thought: the incarnation. The diagnosis of the problem, however, is pure Platonism:

Nonetheless, because souls overcome by sensual powers had nothing in mind but the world, matter, flesh and body; and because they believed that these things alone were real (and nor were they up to the task of overcoming and breaking the chains that bind the soul), by the power and the will of God—that He might free them from the senses and the deceitful world—God sent His son our Lord the Savior, Christ, the Holy Spirit. Thus once the Mystery was made manifest, Christ would in the first place teach [doceret] what the Father is, then what the Spirit is and what it is to live spiritually: what the soul ought to pursue and what is foreign to it, as I have taught. For this is the strength of the Christian: to discern and separate out these things: what is eternal and what mortal, what leads to destruction and what to salvation. ([8], p. 9).

“Mystery” is Victorinus’ word for the entirety of the Christ-event: the fact that “by his flesh, cross, death and resurrection, help has come to souls.” Such help, as he adds here, is available to soul “if faith in Christ is taken up” ([8], p. 9).

Victorinus’ presentation of the incarnate Christ as intervening to teach (doceret) souls the necessary elements of ethics and physics—i.e., philosophy, according to the definition he gave commenting on Cicero—led Schmid to judge that despite Victorinus’ verbal emphasis upon grace, his theology was “naively Pelagian” ([15], p. 64). Werner Erdt, however, has examined this same question at length ([98], pp. 139–73) and concluded that for Victorinus “the human will is free with respect to believing in Christ, but in itself unfree with respect to doing acts of love.” In a recent article, Dongsun Cho has also opposed Schmid’s judgment vigorously, arguing that “Victorinus tries to preserve the paradoxical relationship between faith as a human obligation and faith as a free gift of God” ([99], p. 13). Cho points to Victorinus’ comment on Galatians 5:8 as a clear place where God’s initiative in predestining and calling souls is what results in people having being persuaded to faith.

As I have previously maintained, one need not make the case that Victorinus was “Augustine before Augustine” to appreciate that his theology of justification was a faithful reading of Paul’s assertion of the primacy of divine grace in salvation ([7], pp. 148–70). Victorinus did not think the incarnate Logos was just a particularly persuasive teacher. The Pauline themes are not forgotten. Hymn II, whether genuinely autobiographical or not, shows he assumed the presence of sin even in believers and the necessity of forgiveness. His comments on Ephesians 1:7 present his atonement theology:

For this is grace: that in Christ “through his blood” we have “redemption” and “the remission of sins”; that our sins are even remitted for us through the fact that he was crucified by the Law. For this is what “through his blood” means. ([6], p. 14).

68 See Dominic O’Meara discussion of Plotinus’ conception of the relation between soul, matter, and the nature in ([9], pp. 313–14).
The fact of his death—his blood—is what makes for the remission of sins. That he was crucified 
lege, “by the Law” (cf. John 19:7), suggests it was Christ’s being executed a guilty (though innocent) 
that allows others to be count as innocent who deserve death. Victorinus’ remarks on Galatians 
2:12 support the notion that he followed traditional atonement theology.\textsuperscript{69} His further comments on 
Ephesians 1:7 spell out what atonement frees believers for in broad Platonist strokes:

Christ himself has redeemed us from death—that is, from fleshly thoughts and desires—and 
has made us his servants, that is, made us to serve him. This means to live now spiritually: to do nothing in a fleshly way and to be in no way affected by the senses, 
but rather to turn altogether toward God, to tread down all earthly things and to seek again 
our source. ([6], p. 14).

Victorinus goes on to clarify that having been redeemed by Christ, “we are led back to the pristine 
nature \textit{naturam illam pristinam} that belonged to us from God.” It is this that allows believers to “live now spiritually” and be “sons of God but through adoption”—once sins sins have been remitted. He 
then returns to the phrase \textit{per sanguinem} of the verse and makes programmatic statements about what 
is owing to God in salvation and what is up to us:

For it is not by means of our own power \textit{[virtute nostra]} that we have been turned back to 
spirit: we also have received the Spirit of Christ through the blood of Christ \textit{[per sanguinem 
Christi]}\textsuperscript{70} \textit{spiritum accepimus}. Therefore, our sins are remitted us and are forgiven through 
the grace of God; we do not abandon them by our own power. This alone belongs to our 
power: to believe Christ and to live spiritually for the sake of Christ. ([6], p. 14).

Victorinus clearly believes that the divine initiative in Christ precedes faith and the spiritual life. 
The nature of Christian hope, as he says on Galatians 5:3, is “hope in the Spirit, in faith, and in the 
justification of God; our hope is not based on works.” What is hoped for is “eternal life” which—he 
is again careful to gloss—“would be supplied...we on the basis of God’s grace, not works or merits. 
But this happens through the Spirit” ([6], pp. 159–60).\textsuperscript{71}

The emphasis on hope and faith as rooted in \textit{God’s} action is the biblical element apparent 
throughout his commentaries on Paul. “Hope in the Spirit,” as I read it in light of the discussion 
above about the soul’s struggle in the world, refers precisely to the inner process whereby the soul’s 
higher faculties are activated by the Spirit. The Platonist element in this is sufficiently clear, as is the 
Christian context in which we find it in Victorinus: the soul can ascend to higher realities based on its 
ontological structure—it is the only creature with this transformable capacity\textsuperscript{72}—but for this it requires 
enlightenment, ethical-ascetic practice, and the gracious condescension of the divine.

6. Conclusions

This examination of Platonist ideas and motifs in central aspects of Marius Victorinus’ 
theology—his doctrine of God, and his teachings on the soul and its salvation—reveals a comprehensive 
and thorough fusion of philosophical thought and Christian convictions. The degree of interpenetration 
of philosophical and Christian thought suggests that it would be inadequate to conclude that the 
Platonism functions merely to express dogma, as if Victorinus had somehow taken hold of the faith 
and subsequently sought to render it comprehensible. A more adequate model would be one in which 
Christianity was attractive to Victorinus as a unique package with charms of its own, chiefly, the Pauline

\textsuperscript{69} In Eph. 2:21: “That would be ungrateful to the one who did so much for me, who for my sake would put himself in the line 
of fire in order to liberate me from my sins by taking their penalties upon himself” ([6], p. 125).

\textsuperscript{70} I taken \textit{Christi} with both nouns, since Victorinus makes in clear in his comments on Gal 4:6 that it is “the Spirit of his own 
Son who is the Holy Spirit, who descending into our hearts easily makes the Father known” ([6], p. 143).

\textsuperscript{71} See my discussion of this passage ([7], p. 330).

\textsuperscript{72} See Victorinus' remarks on Eph 1:8 ([6], p. 15), translation in ([8], pp. 53–54).
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soteriology with its doctrine of grace and accompanying piety. The church, in this telling, will have been found by Victorinus to contain a more satisfactory cultural synthesis of the intellectual, ethical, and religious concerns he previously held and expressed in his rhetorical teaching and engagement with Platonism.

On the long debated question of whether and to what extent Platonism has contributed to Christian thought, I think we do well to attend to the five points of shared conviction that C. J. Vogel ([66], pp. 54–55) has articulated in formulating a positive response to this question:

(a) that visible things are no primary reality, existing by and through themselves;
(b) that by their imperfection visible things point to and require a perfect and absolute reality, primary being and founded in itself;
(c) that this invisible reality is of an infinitely higher significance and value than that of visible things depending on it;
(d) that this fundamental fact has to rule our life and conduct;
(e) that it implies the infinite value of the human soul, and therefore, of the individual person.

All of these positions occur with equal conviction, unless I err, in Victorinus, Augustine, Aquinas, and countless other theologians of the Abrahamic religions. It does not seem to me, however, that any form of modern thought has appeared as an apt substitute for Platonism in providing philosophical grounds for these five points that are expressed in a variety of genres of biblical writings.

In the annals of Platonist Christianity, Victorinus’ thought is major milestone, exceptional not in kind but in degree and accordingly comparable to the most philosophical Greek theologians of early Christianity: Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, and pseudo-Dionysius. Like them, Victorinus was the inheritor and promulgator of a rich development of the Platonic tradition that had long incorporated Aristotelian and Stoic elements and taken a religious turn to “philosophical gnosis.” The blending of biblical religion and Greek philosophy, however, ultimately goes back to the Alexandrian Jew Philo, who explicitly identified the biblical God with the first God of Platonism. Philo developed a doctrine of radical divine transcendence with the help of philosophical resources of the early first century CE ([101]. God, Philo asserted, is “better than the good, purer than the One and more primordial than the Monad” (Con. Vita I 2; [102], p. 115). On the pagan side, this identification of the God of the Bible with the First God was accepted by Numenius of Apamæa [103]. Numenius made the important step—as Peter Van Nuffelen has noted—of establishing “religion and philosophy as two parallel sources of truth, with the latter in its Platonic form being the measure of truthfulness in the former” ([104], p. 79). What we find in Marius Victorinus’ works is the converse of what Van Nuffelen has identified as Numenius’ working principle. Victorinus persistently, if not always in a fully consistent way, brought Platonist ideas into the service of Nicene orthodoxy. The clearest expressions of this move are his insistence on calling God by the biblical term “Spirit” and by appropriation of a hierarchical theology to fit the needs of pro-Nicene theology that eschewed any gradations of divinity. It is too little appreciated that the ubiquitous modern use of the word “spirit” and “spiritual” to signal an irreducible aspect of human life depends on the theological transformations of Platonist ideas and language by Christian thinkers.

Soteriology is the other great area where Victorinus’ Platonist learning allowed him to formulate what the educated of his time would have recognized as a scientific understanding of how souls could emerge from their prodigal erring to regain the heavenly seat. The freedom with which he interpreted Christianity in light of Platonist teachings about the soul was possible, because prior to the Origenist controversy, there were no doctrinal parameters about what could be said in this regard. Yet Victorinus’ readiness to bring Platonist thinking en masse into the Christian fold should not obscure the fact that

73 Thus John Dillon describing Plutarch’s philosophy ([100], p. 216).
74 This point has recently been perspicaciously discussed by Alexey Fokin [58].
he regarded the church, its canon, and its creed as fully authoritative. In the end, Victorinus followed Christ but was happy to bring what truth Plato and his followers had been able to discover apart from the revelation of the Mystery in the gospel.
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